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It has advanced development in technology in 
recent years and in the blind guidance products 
development it also has astonished accomplishment. 
For visual impaired persons they also would like to 
have the capabilities in their blind-guidance 
equipment to clearly ‘show’ any blockages in their 
pathways or the existence of possible dangers. It is 
possible to show which way they should take, which 
road is the one or how to select the correct entrance to 
avoid the waste of extra times. They would like to 
know where they are now and which way they should 
head to and how they can reach there. When they take 
the public transportations they would like to know 
which bus is the right one to take etc. Therefore it 
becomes the main issue of how to design, develop and 
manufacture large volume and low cost 
blind-guidance products to benefit the vision impaired 
persons. 
This project, “A Smart Pre-Warning, Monitoring 
and Guidance Network System for the Blinds Via 
Wireless Optical Communication”, is a three-year 
research and development integrated project. The 
purpose of this project is to develop the critical 
technologies of the wireless optical communication 
network and to protect the safety and convenience for 
the blinds. It physically implements the hardware, 
firmware, decision algorithms, communication 
protocols and application programs of the sensor 
nodes for the wireless optical network and to develop 
and apply them to the smart guiding network system 
for the blinds. The sensor nodes are designed 
according to the most recent specifications, ideas and 
trends to support the application requests for the next 
generation wireless networks. In addition, with the 
assistant product for the blinds such as the sticks and 
the computer communication interface protocols to 
combine optics, microprocessor, voice, phonetics, 
wireless electric to complete a smart blind-guidance 
system. Furthermore by combining the application of 
this technology it develops the grouping behaviors of 
the blind-guidance robots and to design the position 
locating and the direction finding system. In addition 
with DSP architecture it will design a fingerprint 
recognition system to process the personal 
identification in restricted areas and to monitor the 
personal verifications. Combining the fingerprint 
recognition system with all the campus- entrance 
monitoring system it can help the blinds to enter and 
exit the restricted areas with fingerprint recognition 
system. It also possess the distance measuring and 
environmental parameters collecting functions to 
finish a complete pre-warning, monitoring network 
system,  position locating and direction finding 
system. It is also in coordinating with the assistant 
system for the blind-guidance robots to give an 
advanced service and protection for the vision 
impaired groups. 
In order to encounter the complexities of this 
project we will use the design concept of the nucleus 
of modualized technique to divide the whole project 
into four sub-projects as follows: 
Sub-Project 1: The research and Implementation of 
the Wireless Optical Communication 
Transceiver. 
Sub-Project 2: Wireless Optical Network Design 
Sub-Project 3: The design of blind guidance system 
and guide robot 
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Sub-Project 4: A Smart Guiding, Pre-warning and 
Monitoring Wireless Network System 
for the Blinds 
In the completion of this project it will not only 
enable us to control the critical technologies for the 
development of software and hardware for the next 
generation wireless optical communication networks 
but also enable us to train the communication 
engineers to enhance our capabilities in the 
telecommunication construction basis and also to give 
timely help for the safety of the visual impaired 
persons. 
Keyword: Wireless optical communication, Smart 
Pre-Warning, Guidance Network System for the 
Blind via Wireless Optical Communication, 









協會曾在 1991 年做過統計，在 250000 的盲人中有
20000 人若有導盲犬的協助就可獨立生活，然則實
際導盲犬的數量卻只有 700 隻。在台灣，盲人重建



















































































機器人佈建 sensor network 的通訊協定，使其得以
克服障礙物並以最少的 sensor node 來達到 full 
coverage的功能，在實作部份，我們擴充了 Sink node
及 Sensor Node 的功能，並針對 Sensor 間及 Sensor















z 以 IEEE 802.15.4 與 IEEE 802.11 為基礎，
設計可行之通訊協定 
z 以 TinyOS 設計無線光網路之嵌入式系統,改
善 IEEE 802.15.4，設計適用於無線感測器之
省電型無線通訊協定 
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  圖七、導盲杖導引系統與導盲機器人之整合 
 
